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by study and also by faith the faculty
at brigham young university responds
keith J wilson

about BYU faculty attiarticle presents significant statistical information aboutbyufaculty
this articlepresents
tudes toward faith and scholarship gathered in a 1998 survey conducted at
selected religious universities by researchers at baylor university

monumental book entitled the academic revolution appeared culminating a ten year sociological study of more than 150 colleges
and universities in the united states the authors christopher jencks and
david riesman documented the transformation of higher education in
america from the church related colonial college to the modern secular
in

1968 a

university
jencks and riesman identified a few universities among which was
brigham young university that did not conform to the trend referring to
BYU as one of a few hol
douts against the onrush of change they sumholdouts
foldouts
marized the chances of BYU embracing this academic metamorphosis with
this assessment all in all brigham young is probably as unlikely to be secularized as any protestant college in america 51
this prediction has now aged over thirty years the pressures on BYU to
ihnot
if not intensified now in light ofa
accept outside norms have persisted ifnot
of a 1998
survey of BYU faculty it is possible to measure the accuracy of the 1968 asses
sessment
sment and to gauge BYUs continuing commitment to higher education
in a strong religious atmosphere this article will examine the recent survey
and how it confirms the accuracy of the jencks and riesman prediction

historical background
shortly after the puritans founded massachusetts bay colony they laid
the foundations for the first american college they named their school
harvard and fashioned it after the english system with a church at the center of campus after receiving a formal charter in 1636 they dedicated their
educational program to training ministers and informing students that
the maine sic end of their life and studies was to know god 2 over
half of Harv
ards graduates in its first hundred years pledged themselves to
harvards
the ministry eight of the first nine universities founded in america followed
byustudies38
BYU studies 38 no
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this lead and with few exceptions the church controlled college dominated
higher education in the united states well into the nineteenth century 3
ofhigher education arose largely
during that century a different system of higher
in germany based upon the epistemology that science and rationality are
the reservoirs of truth this new university model challenged the assumptions of colonial colleges the freedom to learn and the freedom to teach
were heralded as the twin virtues of the university system governance
rested collectively with the professors and religious connections were
noticeably absent
following the civil war an ideological battle for the control of higher
education commenced in the united states within a few years the new
university movement controlled the vanguard of american higher education especially at state sponsored institutions A key aspect of this shift
occurred as universities became the authoritative body for credentialing
future professors and public school teachers enabling the university system
to impose its philosophies on most educational institutions 4 this dramatic
educational shift is what historians have called the academic revolution

history of the BYU survey
about 1990 a large research initiative commenced under the sponsorship odthe
of the national lily endowment inc named religion and education
ofthe
in american public life this project sought to assess the current role of
religion in american higher education and predict what further changes
the academic revolution might bring two researchers from baylor university michael beaty and larry lyon received lily support to conduct a case
study at their baptist university they developed a questionnaire that
probed sensitive issues surrounding religiously supported higher education their survey first headed faith and learning was distributed initially at baylor during 1994 and subsequently at two leading catholic
universities notre dame and boston college
after visiting brigham young university in 1996 beaty and lyon
extended to me an invitation to have BYU participate in the study the
opportunity of comparing BYU with other facilities was appealing even
though some obstacles remained the first of these challenges was to prepare an appropriate survey instrument for use at BYU that preserved the
comparability of data gathered at the other institutions we decided to
keep as much of the original survey language examples and questions as
possible even though the phraseology might reflect a slightly different
meaning in an LDS religious setting than elsewhere small adjustments
were made in some questions to ensure proper comprehension and to
field test these modifications a few sample surveys were administered
across campus
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early in 1998 the BYU administration approved the survey it was sent
during february through campus mail to all 1520 people on mail service s
full time faculty list A cover memorandum from the academic vice presidents office encouraged participation in all 876 surveys were returned
of 58 percent the BYU surveys were sent to baygarnering a response rate of58
lor where they were read tabulated and codified and the results for key
questions compared to those of
ofbaylor
baylor notre dame and boston college

survey overview

the survey consists of three sections twenty nine questions comprise
the first section which probes the faculty s support of the BYU mission
statement and asks about the extent to which BYU should emphasize
certain teaching research or other educational goals and methods of
achieving those goals the second section consists of twentyfive
twenty five questions
examining the intersection of religion and academic life the third section
gathers basic information about the demographics of each participant
see the appendix to this article admittedly the survey has its shortcomings and limitations especially because its questions were not crafted
in the first instance with BYU circumstances and vocabulary in mind still
it offers at the present time the best comparative evidence currently available on the educational attitudes of the BYU faculty as a whole
while the survey results yield information about faculty positions on
many subjects the most salient data pertains to the two fundamental
learning that are distinctive to church related universities those
modes of oflearning
two are captured well in the LDS scriptural mandate to seek learning even
by study and also by faith dac
d&c 88118 this dichotomy presents an
ideal framework for understanding these twin virtues at BYU faith titled
spirituality in this survey and study or education the following dis
cussion
cassion focuses on these two educational virtues their importance individually their balance collectively and whether or not one has preeminence
at BYU

the intellectual dimension
A frequent criticism leveled against most church related universities
ofchiding them for weak intellectual values and poor
follows the drumbeat of chiding
scholarship how strong is BYUs commitment to the intellectual dimension of higher education almost every question involves the intellectual
component of learning to some extent certain questions in particular
numbers 22921
9 21 23 and 33 focus on this value the answers to these ques
eions show that BYU is strongly committed to high intellectual pursuits
tions
although not at the expense of faith
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question 2 reads to what extent should BYU emphasize advancing
knowledge through research combining the 40 percent maximum
emphasis with 54 percent moderate emphasis 94 percent of the faculty
agree that research is important at BYU see fig i while boston college
59 plus 40 percent and notre dame 76 plus 22 percent are higher BYUs
numbers here are similar to baylor s 37 and 58 percent
FIG

i

1

to what extent should BYU emphasize

advancing knowledge through research

399
maximum emphasis 39.9
399

171
271
moderate emphasis 71
542
542
54.21
54

ai

449
4.99
minimum emphasis 49
lo
1.0
not a goal 1io
100

1

U 1&i

question 9 reads to meet its academic and faith related goals BYU
should hire faculty who have achieved a high degree of academic prominence and whose religious commitments are deeply significant to them
74.6
963 percent marked either strongly agree 746
of the BYU respondents 96.3
746
percent or agree 217
21.7
217 percent for this question this high affirmative
response necessarily endorses the intellect as essential and as discussed
of the desire to balance the twin
below it also produces significant evidence odthe
ofthe
values of faith and reason
question 21 asks if the university should require religion courses
in the scholarly study of the scriptures here 88 percent marked either
strongly agree 41 percent or agree 47 percent BYU s professors support this requirement to a considerable degree interestingly their total
affirmative response is very close to that of notre dame 48 plus 41 percent and boston college 48 plus 40 percent and considerably above baytheir
lor 22 plus 52 percent whose somewhat comparable question asks if iftheir
universities should require courses in the scholarly study of the bible
the operative word in this question relative to intellectual priorities is
scholarly which maybe understood in several ways
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questions 22 and 23 inquire about helping students develop a well
thought out philosophy of life and a well thought out christian philos
ophy of life respectively while all four universities are 96 97 percent in
agreement with question 22 the percentage drops to 75
73 and 49 percent
7573
with respect to question 23 at the other universities but stands at an even
stronger 98 percent at BYU in other words the need for careful thinking
becomes stronger when the faith dimension is added
in addition question 33 asks if BYU faculty should use the resources
of their academic disciplines to illuminate religious issues to this 83 percent either agree 56 percent or strongly agree 27 percent with this question the highest scores of the four universities and the nearly unanimous
sentiment of 876 BYU respondents 99 percent affirm to some degree that
it is possible for BYU to achieve academic excellence and maintain a
christian identity question 39 with 80 percent strongly agreeing such
responses speak clearly to the issue of academic emphasis at BYU A virtual
consensus emerged that the BYU faculty sees the intellectual processes as
valued and necessary
in recent years a number of respected christian scholars have wondered ifthe
inthe
if the intellectual dimension has been overlooked in religious circles
and at their universities such notable works as the outrageous idea of
christian scholarship by george M Marsden 5 and the scandal odthe
of the evanofthe
gelical mind by mark A n0116
noll6
nolla treat this aspect of declining intellectual priorities
ori ties 7 even though many of the predictions in these books are cautious
bordering on pessimistic the results of the BYU faculty survey present a
professoriate that prides itself on intellectual pursuits

the faith dimension
of learning has been either
eliminated or greatly attenuated through the academic revolution in higher
education this revolution marginalizes
margina lizes the role of faith within the university system as an unwarranted limitation on the freedom to learn and the
freedom to teach yet the LDS view fosters learning through faith brigham
young s statement to BYU founder karl G maeser you ought not to teach
even the alphabet or the multiplication tables without the spirit of god
publicly echoes within the walls of BYU 8 but what are the BYU faculty s
private beliefs regarding the role of faith in a university environment
although it is difficult to separate the deeply interwoven dimensions
of faith and reason in the survey questions io
10 11 23 31 34 and 41 43 are
posed in such a way as to specifically highlight the faith component
question 11 reads to meet its academic and faith related goals BYU
should hire faculty who have achieved the highest levels of academic
prominence regardless of religious beliefs or commitments the faculty
As previously mentioned faith as a system
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responded emphatically with 89 percent either disagreeing or strongly
disagreeing with this statement see fig 2 while this query is framed
only in the context of hiring seasoned faculty it shows broad support for
faith as a necessary element in the BYU learning environment the BYU
faculty is even willing by an overwhelming margin to function shorthanded for a time until an appropriate faculty member could be hired
question 10
io by contrast the faculties at the other universities are
widely split on the issue in question 11
ii and are considerably opposed to
the idea of functioning shorthanded
FIG 2

to meet its academic and faith related goals

BYU should

hire faculty who have achieved the highest levels of academic
prominence regardless of religious beliefs or commitments

agree 89
8.9
89
2.2
strongly agree 22
22

another question concerning faith

as a philosophical foundation is
which states BYU s distinctive task is to
number 31 the second element of ofwhich
provide an atmosphere congenial to authentic spirituality that is to encourage spirituality and education here a remarkable 885
88.5
885 percent indi-

cate that they agree with this premise while this statement does not read
provide learning by faith it does deal with an overriding atmosphere of
faith or spirituality in which to learn certainly the response to this question evidences the value of faith at BYU
closely following is question 34 which tests the proposition that BYU
faculty should use the truths within the gospel to illuminate issues in the
disciplines other than religion this statement places pivotal emphasis on
using spiritual truths to open up intellectual issues each respondent had
to choose whether or not faith is an important learning tool A solid 93 percent either agree 54 percent or strongly agree 39 percent with this idea
11
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results of this question reinforce the case for high faith priorities at
BYU whereas even more BYU faculty members see value in faith contributing to their disciplines than vice versa see question 33 discussed
above this trend is reversed at the other universities
two parallel statements questions 42 and 43 shed additional light on
the faith issue they are phrased as my christian beliefs are relevant to the
content of my discipline and my christian beliefs are relevant to the way
I1 teach my discipline the agree and strongly agree responses total 89
and 95 percent respectively considerably above the resp
responses
onses
anses elsewhere
the slight difference 6 percent between the results for these two questions
is understandable given the lower relevance of faith in some disciplines
further evidence for a faith inclusive mind set at BYU comes in the
very first question of the survey question 1i restates seminal phrases from
BYUs mission statement and asks the participants if they endorse the decla
laration virtually all 99 percent responded yes to be sure most mission statements tend to include a little bit of everything for everyone and
91 92 and 97 percent of the other faculties support their mission statements as well beyond this however BYU s statement unabashedly proclaims the necessity of faith in the university processes unequivocal
phrases such as to assist individuals in their quest for perfection and eterfalth
faith9
nal life and to develop students of faith
faitha place faith and spirituality at
BYU in an exceptionally conspicuous position

the tandem of faith and reason at BYU
the history of higher education in america documents

the harmony
odthe
that characterized the educational foundations ofthe
of the first colleges and universities S seventeenth
eventeenth century schools accepted completely the notion of
the unity of truth this philosophy which is a mixture of medieval
scholasticism and christian humanism places god at the center of a circle
of the arts for two centuries this philosophy prevailed with only slight
modifications from the influences of the enlightenment and scottish
common sense realism As late as 1874 the noted harvard chemistry professor josiah cooke wrote all truth is one meaning that ultimately all
could be related to one another in a single system 10 but his
truths
voice was soon muffled by the educational revolution which excoriated the
idea that religion had anything to do with reason
not all colleges or universities accepted this academic metamorphosis
two ofthese
of these dissenting clusters chose different paths or responses the first
group which comprised a small but ardent minority opted to retain a
colonial mind set and pursue learning only through faith and religious
lenses these schools which continue to the present are generally referred
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to as bible or evangelical colleges they pride themselves in their position that true learning occurs through gods word to man 11
the second and larger group took a less reactionary stance and
asserted that learning occurs through both reason and revelation where
learning in
possible these proponents sought to combine the two modes of oflearning
a symbiotic relationship the colleges and universities that chose this path
were numerous at the onset of the academic revolution yet they have
dwindled considerably in recent years perhaps the underlying factor for
their decline is couched in a recent comment by elder boyd K packer
speaking of reason and revelation he declared they mix like oil and
water mix only with constant shaking or stirring 12
from its inception brigham young university has built its educational foundations on both faith and reason 13 A glance at BYUs annals
reveals an institution and a faculty that have experienced some of the
stirrings and sh akings of this mixing process what then is the current
climate among BYLTs
BYUs faculty as to the integration of both faith and reason questions 9 10
lo 16 21 31 32 39 40 and 46 from this survey were
designed to key in on this relationship
As discussed above questions 9 and 10
lo regarding faculty hiring show
the paramount importance at BYU of combining in each faculty member
both academic prominence and deep religious feelings similarly questions 16 and 21 on helping students develop in virtue and philosophy of
life strongly support the convergence of critical thinking morals scriptures and scholarship
question 31 part 5 explicitly dealing with the integration of spirituality and education moves to the heart of the integration issue by describing
the distinctive task of BYU with the words to identify and develop the
relationships that exist between the gospel and secular knowledge as expressed in various academic disciplines of the faculty 854
85.4
854 percent
selected this assertion as an accurate description the responses at the
other participating universities range from 51 to 61 percent acceptance of
essentially the same proposition
question 32 continues probing this issue from the opposite direction
proposing that spirituality and education are separate tasks and ought not
to be integrated the combined responses of disagree 416
41.6
416 percent and
strongly disagree 527
52.7
527 percent total an even stronger 94.3
943 percent
question 39 probes this mixture with the further assertion it is possible for BYU to achieve academic excellence and maintain a christian identity asked about the balance of reason and faith as a theoretical
possibility the faculty sound in virtual unison as 99 percent agree with this
statement with 80 percent strongly agreeing quite a few more than at the

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol38/iss4/8
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other universities the BYU response does not decline when this assertion
is rephrased in question 40 in terms of an LDS identity in contrast the
response declines at the other universities when question 40 is rephrased in
terms of a specific form of christian identity
question 46 is positioned as a sequel to question 39 it is one thing to
believe in a value but another thing to practice it question 46 asks whether
or not BYU professors currently discuss gospel related questions raised by
class material if not the possible choices include willing to experiment
or not willing the faculty show their consistency with 93 percent saying
yes affirming that they already do this and another 6 percent expressing
a willingness to try see fig 3 interestingly questions 39 and 46 both yield
the same nearly unanimous figure of 99 percent
11

the extent BYU professors

are willing to discuss
gospel related questions raised by class material

FIG 3

willing to experiment 64
64
6.4
64
1.1
not willing to adopt ii
11
il

the academic revolution

effectually forced all colleges and universities
ies the first is the heart
into choosing one ofthree
epistemologies
of three educational epistemolog
of the revolution demanding that all learning follow a rational unrestricted scientific model the second option spurns the university model
outright and clings tenaciously to the faith only approach the third
option promulgates the idea that learning can come through the venues of
both faith and reason BYU professors demonstrate emphatically in this
survey that they not only acknowledge faith and reason as sound ideas but
also that they currently employ both of these learning modes in their university work their responses leave little doubt about their joint commitment to both faith and reason at BYU
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preference of faith over reason at BYU

at the heart of the academic revolution ultimately stands the question
of whether faith or reason will take precedence in the face of a conflict between the two initially darwinism epitomized and galvanized the rift
between science and religion but the gap between natural theology the
idea that nature and science work hand in hand to confirm the existence of
god and logical positivism or strict empiricism soon ran much deeper
academics who were not willing to abandon the benefits ofboth
of both faith
and reason were forced by the rapid advances of ofmodern
modern science to develop
ways of dealing with irreconcilable differences in their learning communities the most common solution is what beaty and lyon have called the
two spheres model 14 this explanation proposes that the university enterprises be divided into two spheres the material and the spiritual in the
material sphere scientific methodology governs the academic disciplines
while in the spiritual sphere faith and religion govern the moral development and atmosphere of the college thus if a schism develops on campus
it is resolved by determining whether or not it involves the spiritual or the
material side of oflearning
learning
other options for resolving conceptual collisions are possible for
example if impasses persist an institution might follow on the one hand
a preestablished
pre established preference for reason or on the other hand one might be
inthe
the institupredisposed to opt for faith any choice poses complications ifthe
if
tion favors reason too frequently it is in danger of complete secularization
if it favors faith too readily it will position itself on the periphery of the
educational landscape
while the faculty survey does not reveal much about BYUs approach
to inevitable clashes between faith and reason questions 12 15 38 54
and 55 show a deliberate preference for spirituality over intellectuality in
particular when faced with irreconcilables the secular model typically
emphasizes intellectual freedom hoping that greater experimentation and
individual preference will diminish the brunt of the clash the majority of
the faculty at BYU however do not see greater freedom as much of an
answer but instead favor values and views that come with the support of
credible spiritual credentials
thus in response to question 12 which asserts that BYU should guarantee its faculty the freedom to explore any idea or theory and to publish
the results ofthose
ifthe
orthose
of those inquiries even inthe
if the ideas question some orthodox LDS
beliefs and practices about two thirds 68 percent odthe
of the BYU faculty disofthe
agree but nearly a third agree 32 percent with higher ranking faculty
supporting this proposition at a rate that is 5 percent higher than that odthe
of the
ofthe
other faculty this result preferencing faith is decidedly out of step with
the preferences expressed in the survey at the other universities
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regarding unrestrained academic freedom in the classroom meets with similarly divided results still more than half 58 percent prefer faith over freedom the other 42 percent however agree with
the statement that BYU should allow the faculty to read and discuss anything in the classroom they believe pertains to what they are teaching even
inthe
ifthe
if the material questions some orthodox LDS beliefs and practices this is
the most closely contested question in the survey the need for freedom in
classroom discussions is felt the strongest in the humanities and law followed by the social sciences and then the physical sciences although the
faculty is distributed on this question quite evenly by rank and sex 9 percent more men feel strongly about their agreement or their disagreement than do the women in an interesting way the tension disclosed by
this question can be taken as evidence that both forms of learning are
highly valued at BYU even though faith is given the nod when push
comes to shove
another question number 38 tackles the issue head on if conflicts
develop between academic freedom and orthodox LDS doctrines BYU
should in most cases preserve academic freedom even if it reduces LDS
support financially and otherwise for the university this proposition
places faith and reason on a collision course with each other it then calls
for academic freedom to be spared BYUs professors reverse this decision
of whom 50 percent strongly disagree see fig 4
84 percent disagree ofwhom

FIG 4

15

if conflicts develop between academic freedom and orthodox LDS

doctrines BYU should in most cases preserve academic freedom even if
it reduces LDS support financially and otherwise for the university

agree 94
9.4
94

66
6.6
strongly agree gg
66
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although these results may appear to say that BYU professors are willing to sacrifice freedom for faith in actuality most of them do not feel that
their freedom has been compromised at the same time that halfofthe
half of the faculty feels that the emphasis at BYU has shifted away from academic freedom and toward faith question 54 88 percent of the women and 89
percent of the men say that they have more freedom at BYU to teach as
they deem appropriate than they think they would have elsewhere with no
single college below 78 percent and no group by length of service rank or
degree below 84 percent question 55 15
the comprehensive analysis of these questions reveals a sensitive balance between faith and reason one third feel that even publishing nonorthodox religious ideas is appropriate and yet when irreconcilable
differences demand a decision between faith and reason most are unwilling
to push the line any further these numbers reflect a university faculty who
has internalized what their former president the late rex E lee articulated
it is almost inevitable that there will be some instances in which the rational
method will lead us to some conclusion not many but some which is at
odds with what we know to be true because it has been revealed from god
in those few instances in which we find disparity between the conclusions
extranational
rational must
extranational
reached by our rational and extrarational
extra rational processes the extrarational
extra
sis
prevail we must recognize that in
m those few instances the seeming inconsis
incon
incon
tency is attributable to the fallible nature of our rational capacity the answer
is not to stop the rational struggle with the problem but rather to recognize
the fallible nature ofthe
odthe
of the rational process 16

thus

in the most difficult intersections of faith and reason at BYU the
large majority opt to favor their religious foundations there are other
options BYU s professors could favor their professional preparation over
84 percent of the respondents hold a doctorate question 60 they also
could prefer a two separate spheres approach instead they opt solidly to
see both faith and intellect in tandem

conclusion

thirty

years ago two renowned sociologists summarized the modern history of higher education in america with the words academic
revolution in part what they were saying was that higher education had
revolutionized its epistemology what once had been essentially a faith
based paradigm had been exchanged for an intellectually based system of
scientific or logical positivism in their summation those researchers
predicted that BYU for reasons other than strict sectarianism was as
unlikely to become secularized as any institution they had reviewed
they also complimented BYU for its aura of professional competence

and mature students
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1998 survey of BYUs faculty substantiates those predictions
through a variety of indicators first the faculty speaks as a group of intellectuals who fully accept the concept that the glory of god is intelligence

with high ranging scores

percent the faculty espouses the importance ofbona fide intellectualism second this emphasis on intellectualism
does not preclude a tandem value of faith the professoriate respond to
faith based issues with percentages of 85 99 percent agreement together
these responses resonate deeply with the LDS scripture seek learning by
study and also by faith this survey also examines the intersection of reason and faith disclosing near unanimity not only does BYU s faculty
uphold the twin ideals of reason and faith but they are willing to sacrifice
to achieve their integration
not fully answered however is history s most vexing problem for integrated learning namely what happens when faith and reason collide in a
rare display of schools that possess both a professional professoriate and
a foundation of faith the majority of BYUs faculty subordinates reason to
revelation echoing the counsel of the book of mormon that to be learned
is good if they hearken unto the counsels of god 2 nephi 929 18
in a 1992 address at brigham young university president gordon B
hinckley declared unequivocally
79 97

this institution is unique it is remarkable it is a continuing experiment
on a great premise that a large and complex university can be first class academically
emi cally while nurturing an environment of faith in god and the practice of
beil
bell
beli
christian principles you are testing whether academic excellence and belief
in
beliefin
efin
the divine can walk hand in hand and the wonderful thing is that you are
succeeding in showing that this is possible 19

this survey of BYUs faculty substantiates this prophetic declaration and
of integratprovides the most specific evidence to date that the experiment ofintegrat
ing faith and reason is indeed succeeding at BYU

keith

J

wilson

is

assistant professor of ofancient
ancient scripture brigham young uni-

ver
sity
versity

i christopher jencks and david riesman the academic revolution garden city
NY doubleday 1968
032
332
1968332
2 samuel eliot morison the founding ofharvard
of harvard college cambridge mass
harvard university press 1935 247 432 34
3 john S brubacher and willis rudy higher education in transition new york
harper and row 1976 7 23
4 see frederick rudolph the american college and university new york knopf
1962 brubacher and rudy higher education in transition and george M marsden
the soul orthe
of the american university new york oxford university press 1994
5 george M marsden the outrageous idea of christian scholarship new york
oxford university press 1997
1
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mark A noll the scandal of the evangelical mind grand rapids mich
william B eerdmans 1994
odthe
of the
7 see george M marsden and bradley J longfield eds the secularization ofthe
academy new york oxford university press 1992 merrimon cuninggim uneasy
partners the college and the church nashville abingdon 1994 and douglas sloan
faith and knowledge louisville westminster john knox 9948 reinhard maeser karl G maeser A biography by his son provo utah
brigham young university 1928 79
9 brigham young university brigham young university bulletin undergraduate
catalog 1999 2000 vol 96 provo utah brigham young university 1999 xii
xn
an
the modern university chicago university of
10 julie A reuben the making of
orthe
chicago press 1996
17
199617
ii david riesman the evangelical colleges untouched by the academic revolution change 13 january february 1981 13 20
328 33
20328
1 say
I
12 boyd K packer
unto you be one in educating zion ed john W
welch and don E norton provo utah BYU studies 1996
i8i
ibi
1996181
13 for an extended discussion of the mutuality of faith and reason see john W
welch the power of evidence in the nurturing of faith in nurturing faith through
the book ofmormon
of mormon salt lake city deseret book 1995149
1995 149 86
14 michael beaty and larry lyon baptist higher education the baylor line 59
winter 1997 46
of the comments or blank responses on the survey to questions
ofthe
15 for a discussion odthe
53 and 55 see keith J wilson academic freedom at BYU the faculty responds
religious studies center newsletter 14 september 1999 5 6
16 rex E lee by study and also by faith in educating zion 140 41
17 jencks and riesman the academic revolution 331 32
18 for further discussion see robert L millet ed to be learned Is good if
salt lake city bookcraft 1987 especially chapters i and 12 14
19 gordon B hinckley trust and accountability in educating zion 206 ital
6

acs
ics

added
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appendix
spirituality and education

A survey of brigham young university faculty

compiled by keith J wilson values expressed in valid percentages
1

do you endorse this BYU s mission statement
nog
yes 991
noa
Y
no 9
99 1
99.1
no9

5

emphasize
hasLe the following goals
hashe
to what extent should BYU emp
1I1 maximum possible emphasis
3minimum
3mimmum emphasis

immoderate emphasis
4should not be a goal

12 advancing knowledge through research
399
39 9
399
maximum 39.9

3

4

5

7

8

not a goal

1

not a goal 13

extending knowledge through graduate teaching
567
92
9922
33 1
moderate 56.7
56
maximum 33.1
minimum 9.2
331
5677

not a goal I1

training students for productive careers
moderate 39
3911

minimum 78

not a goal 16

encouraging the students moral development
862
12
12.22
86 2
moderate 122
862
122
maximum 86.2
minimum2
minimums
minimum 2
minimum

1 4
14
1.4
not a goal 14

developing the students sense of civic responsibility
488
446
58
48 8
48.8
5588
moderate 44.6
minimum 5.8
44
maximum 488
4466

not a goal

8

other answers varied

9 29

9

4.9
minimum 49
49
49

extending knowledge through undergraduate teaching
moderate 1I111I
maximum 871
minimum7
minimums
minimum 7
minimum

maximum 515
6

542
moderate 54.2
54 2
542

byushould
should
to meet its academic and faith
falth related goals BYU

reil
rell
reh
hire faculty who have achieved a high degree of academic prominence and whose reli
gious
bious commitments are deeply significant to them
disagree 32
strongly agree 746
agree 217

strongly disagree

5

10

search for and hire faculty who share the institutes religious commitments and have
achieved academic prominence even if it means that the department may have to bunc
func
short handed until such a candidate is found
tion shorthanded
disagree 149
strongly agree 338811
strongly disagree 32
agree 438

11

hire faculty who have achieved the highest levels of academic prominence regardless of
religious beliefs or commitments
strongly agree 22
agree 89

12

disagree 415

strongly disagree 474

guarantee its faculty the freedom to explore any idea or theory and to publish the
results of those inquiries even if the ideas question some orthodox LDS beliefs and
practices
strongly agree 116

agree 205

disagree 404

strongly disagree 275

13

admit students without preference based on their religious beliefs or commitments
disagree 479
strongly agree 33
agree 112
strongly disagree 376

14

actively strive for a diverse ethnicity in students
disagree 191
strongly agree 242
agree 523
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15

allow the faculty to read and discuss anything in the classroom they believe pertains to
what they are teaching even if the material questions some orthodox LDS beliefs and
practices
114
strongly agree 11.4
114

16

30 8
30.8
agree 308

309
339
disagree 33.9
339

239
strongly disagree 23.9
239

require specific academic courses designed to help students think more critically about
their moral commitments
237
23 7
23.7
49.3
49 3
strongly agree 237
agree 493

224
disagree 22.4
224

46
46
strongly disagree 4.6
46

17

require specific academic courses designed to help students to think more critically
about their moral commitments and to help them live more virtuous lives
376
403
405
37 6
disagree 18.1
strongly disagree 4
agree 37.6
181
strongly agree 40.3
403
376

18

require specific academic courses designed to help students think critically about their
civic responsibilities
175
17.5
strongly agree 175

19

55 8
55.8
agree 558
558

disagree 232
23 2
23.2

35
35
strongly disagree 3.5
35

require specific academic courses designed to help students think critically about their
civic responsibilities and to help them be good citizens
452
disagree 23.5
45 2
strongly agree 28
45.2
agree 452
235

33
3.3
strongly disagree 33
33

20 require courses that provide technical work related skills relevant to a successful
career
294
199
36
disagree 19.9
strongly agree 294
strongly disagree 36
29 4
29.4
199
3.6
agree 47.1
471
36
211

require religion courses in the scholarly study of the scriptures
1 4
466
10
10.66
41 4
46 6
disagree log
1.4
106
strongly agree 41.4
strongly disagree 14
46.6
agree 466
414
14

22 provide an academic environment that encourages students to develop a well thought
out philosophy of life
disagree 21
2.1
45
strongly disagree .77
45.66
strongly agree 516
agree 456
456
21
23 provide an academic environment that encourages students to develop a well thought
out christian philosophy of life
388
593
1.2
disagree 12
38 8
59 3
strongly agree 593
strongly disagree 7
38.8
59.3
agree 388
12
als
devotionals
24 encourage students to attend university devotion
594
378
26
59 4
59.4
2.6
disagree 26
37 8
strongly agree 378
37.8
agree 594
26

strongly disagree

als
devotionals
25 encourage faculty to attend university devotion
594
5 8
5.8
disagree 58
59 4
strongly agree 34 1
59.4
agree 594
58

strongly disagree 7

als
26 require students to attend university devotion
devotionals
1li.11
67.2
disagree 672
strongly agree 111
agree 7
672
ii

24 7
strongly disagree 247
24.7
247

als
devotionals
27 require faculty to attend university devotion
51
disagree 642
6.1
strongly agree 1I
agree 61
61

287
strongly disagree 28.7
287

d and stake meetings
28 require students to attend ward
316
142
14 2
disagree 38
14.2
31 6
31.6
strongly agree 142
agree 316

162
16 2
strongly disagree 16.2
162

29 require faculty to attend ward and stake meetings
288
28 8
strongly agree 203
disagree 28.8
288
agree 35

159
15 9
strongly disagree 15.9
159

30

2

at BYU

spirituality and education issues
choose the one response that best fits your view
384
38 4
38.4
need more discussion 384
are discussed sufficiently 54
are the focus of too much discussion 76
76
7.6
76
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BYUs distinctive task is check all those with which you agree
82
82.44
824
to offer the best possible education in caring environment 824
to provide an atmosphere congenial to authentic spirituality that is to encourage
88
spirituality and education 88.5
8855
66
66.6
6666
to prepare students for service within the LDS church 666
32
32.55
to consider christian perspectives more than others in the core curriculum 325
325
to integrate spirituality and education that is to identify and develop the relation
ships that exist between the gospel and secular knowledge as expressed in various
85
85.44
academic disciplines 854
854

of both spirituality
christian university the encouragement ofboth
and education are important tasks but these are separate tasks and ought not to be

32 since BYU strives to be a

integrated
strongly agree 17

agree 4

disagree 416

strongly disagree 527

33

to help integrate spirituality and education

34

to help integrate spirituality and education

35

some faculty have had little experience in relating spirituality to education ifbyu
if BYU were
to offer a seminar on spirituality and education issues would you be willing to partici
partica
patea
pate5 choose the one response that best fits your view
pate
would like to participate 35.8
35 8
358
46 2
would be willing to participate 46.2
462
158
15 8
would not be willing to participate 15.8
158

36

to help integrate spirituality and education

some courses in BYUs core curriculum
beyond those in religion should include discussions of christian perspectives check
all those with which you agree
65 3
65.3
on god in philosophy for example 653
61 5
on the nature ofthe
odthe
of the universe in physics for example 61.5
615
on society in sociology for example 63
62
on human beings in biology and psychology for example 629
62.99
629
as opportunities arise in the various disciplines but not systematically in most
74 5
disciplines 74.5
745

37

if I1 wished to do so I1 could create a syllabus for a course I1 currently teach that includes

BYU faculty should use the resources of
e g an anthropologist dis
their academic disciplines to illuminate religious issues eg
cusses cultural relativism in
m a world religions class or a psychologist discusses freud s
account ofwish
of wish fulfillment in a religion class
offish
disagree 139
strongly agree 265
agree 561
strongly disagree 35
BYU faculty should use the truths within
e g a faculty
the gospel to illuminate issues in the disciplines other than religion eg
crl
member discusses joseph smith s concept of time with a physicist or a philosopher cri
en
of justice in light of christian love
hiques
tiques rawls theory ofjustice
disagree 64
strongly agree 386
strongly disagree 9
agree 541

a clear academically legitimate christian perspective on the subject
strongly agree 29
disagree 21
agree 425
strongly disagree
38

if conflicts develop between academic freedom and orthodox LDS doctrines

75

BYU

should in
m most cases preserve academic freedom even if it reduces LDS support financially and otherwise for the university
337
666
6.6
33 7
33.7
disagree 337
99.4
strongly agree gg
strongly disagree 503
50.3
50 3
agree 94
666
944
39

it is possible for BYU to achieve academic excellence and maintain a christian identity
796
79
disagree 9
strongly agree 79.6
7966
strongly disagree 5
agree 19
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40

it is possible for BYU to achieve academic excellence and maintain an LDS identity
strongly agree 79.1
79
7911

41

19.6
agree 196
196

disagree

1

strongly disagree

.3
3

some church related universities require faculty to subscribe to doctrinal affirmations
or creeds do you think BYU s LDS identity requires adherence to certain orthodox
theological or doctrinal affirmations such as the existence of god and christ as our
lord and savior by choose one
49.1
all faculty 49
4911
42.3
majority of faculty 423
3.4
significant number of the faculty 34
34
5.2
no particular percentage of BYU faculty 52
52

42 my christian beliefs are relevant to the content of my discipline
ig
lg
gi
9.1
strongly agree 574
57.4
agree 31.6
strongly disagree 1.9
disagree 91
19
316
91
574
43 my christian beliefs are relevant to the way 1I teach my discipline
disagree 4
strongly agree 63.5
strongly disagree .66
agree 31.9
319
635

the following are sometimes mentioned as appropriate practices at other christian universities
please mark those that
thatyou
thatyou
you would be
you currently practice as a teacher with CP those that
WWI
willing to experiment with EX and those
thoseyou
eyou
you would not be willing to adopt with NW
thos
44

treat my students with respect
998
CP 99.8
998

ex2

exa
EX .22

NW 0

45 discuss when appropriate personal beliefs with students outside of class
nwe 6.6
952
EX 42
cp952
4.2
NW
CP
95.2
952
42

nw6

46 discuss gospel related questions raised by class material
cp925
EX 64
CP 925
92.5
6.4
NW 1.1
11
li
ii
64
47 share personal religious experiences in class
EX 17
75.1
CP 751
7.9
NW 79
79
48

lead my class in public prayer

cp383
38.3
CP
383

EX 44.1
441
ex441

49 bear testimony in my class
584
29.1
EX
cp584
58.4
CP
291
584
ex291

176
NW 17.6
176

NW 125
12.5
125

50

other answers varied

51

based on your understandings of BYU s procedures and policies for interviewing and
hiring new faculty choose the one response that best fits your view
17.4
too much emphasis is placed on the candidate s religious views 174
174
72.2
about the right emphasis is placed on the candidates religious views 722
722
10.4
104
not enough emphasis is placed on the candidate s religious views 104

52

during the last decade the role of religion at BYU has choose one
become more prominent 58.1
581
354
become less prominent 35.4
354
65
remained about the same 6.5
65

53

the current approach

to academic freedom and religious devotion institutional

values at BYU is
74.6
about right 746
746
leans too much in favor of academic freedom 47
4.7
47
leans too much in favor of religious devotion 207
20.7
207
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54

during the last decade has the emphasis shifted concerning the concepts of academic
freedom and commitment to faith
no it has not changed 38.1
381
yes it has shifted towards greater academic freedom 81
881
.11
yes it has shifted towards greater commitment to faith 538
53.8
538

55

do you have more freedom at BYU to teach your subject matter in the way you feel is
appropriate than you would at other universities or do you have less freedom here than
you would have elsewhere
more freedom 88
less freedom 12

56.1
5611 have been a faculty member at BYU for
less than 5 years 21.9
219
5 10 years 208
20.8
208
1 11
I 1 20 years 237
23.7
237
more than 20 years 336
33.6
336
561
56

57

58

my college or school is
6.2
biology & agriculture 62
62
4.8
library 48
48
128
12.8
humanities 128
ilg
physical & mathematical sciences 11.9
119
5.5
religious education 55
55
management 74
7.4
74
.11
student life 221
21

my rank is
full professor 44.4
444
444

298
29.
29
associate professor 298
29.8

20.7
assistant professor 207
207

.11
instructor 551
51

59.1
5911 received a degree from

591
59

yes 719
71.9
719

60

BYU

no 28.1
281

the highest degree I1 have earned is
1.3
bachelors 13
13

61

engineering 75
7.5
75
fine arts & communications 5
2.5
nursing 25
25
23
law 2.3
23
gi
61
health & human performance 61
6.11
6.4
education 64
64
family & social sciences 14.4
144

14.4
144
masters 144

doctorate 84.3
843

my religious affiliation is
LDS 985
98.5
985
15
other 151.5

62.1
6211 am

621
62

female 176
17.6
176
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